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 ‘Copper Beech’  ’Scots Pines’      ‘Limes’   ‘ Horse Chestnuts’      to      ‘Oaks  ‘Limes’  & ‘Veteran Oaks.’     

 
   The wonderful panorama of ‘Notable’ Trees - both native and imported - along the A44. 

THE LYONSHALL BUMPER SPRING ISSUE ! 

WoW! 
The combined effects of prolonged sunshine and the “Lockdown ” have produced a great 

‘crop’  [“no pun intended”  ☺ ]  of contributions, both verbal and pictorial, from local 

observers of our natural heritage. I am therefore abandoning any pretence at a solemn 

listing of the local flora and fauna in this issue. Instead I offer you an eclectic mix of 

sightings, anecdotes, folklore and comment, together with some “pharbulous”  ☺ photos   

which can’t fail but to lift your spirits.  We are so lucky to live in such a beautiful part of the 

world and to have such “Nature” on our own doorsteps.                         { “WOW!   Indeed  ” } 

 

“Oh, to be in England,  

Now that April’s there 

And whoever wakes in England 

Sees, some morning, unaware 

That the lowest boughs and the brushwood sheaf 

Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf 

While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough 

In England – now”. 

 

So wrote Robert Browning in his “Home  thoughts  from  abroad   ” in 1845. What 

remarkable foresight!  Browning was writing from northern Italy and this year especially he 

is “spot on”:   Lyonshall is a much better and safer place to be!   ! 
 

To get you in the mood for general appreciation, here is the latest of Isobel Hutton’s 

“Lynhales Pool” series together with her other footpath pictures around our Parish this April. 

 

           
“Lynhales Pool” alongside ‘Public Bridleway’ LZ 4. © Isobel H. 

  



 
"Offa's Dyke Path" LZ 8.  © Isobel H. 

  It’s Spring-time so what is more appropriate than to celebrate with the Lyonshall Birds? 

 

First, two follow-ups from the March Issue No.39 of the Country Diary: 

  

1) I mentioned last month that I had heard a strange creaking call late one evening 

while out listening to Tawny Owls. This was identified by one contributor as coming 

from a Long-eared Owl, as previously heard in another part of the country, and the 

description certainly sounded apt. However other contributors have said that Long-

eared Owls are extremely rare in Herefordshire and suggest it was actually a Little 

Owl.  

I guess I will just have to hope to actually see the bird behind the voice, if I ever 
hear it again! 

2) My moan about the absence of water birds, especially on the “Upper Fishpool”, has 

brought the response that one solitary Mallard drake has been seen there and 

Moorhens have been heard on the “Lower Fishpool”.  So I am now more hopeful for 

their return - pond water conditions permitting. 

 

   Thank you for the feedback. It helps to give a more accurate perspective on local wildlife. 

 

The dawn chorus this month has been wonderful and the empty roads have made it easier 

to hear birdsong later in the day (In fact, judging by ‘Press/Media’ reports many “townies” 

have only just discovered that birds sing! ☺).  Personally I’m a bit of a dunce when it comes 

to recognising exactly who is singing what so I’m delighted to have some visual indicators! 

These three, photographed on different days and in different parts of our Lyonshall Parish, 

are celebrating the Spring as “sure as eggs is eggs – and God made little fishes” ! 

 

                                  
                         ‘Chiffchaff’.                            ‘Redstart’. © David G.           ‘Marsh Tit’ © ‘Nick S’. 

The Chiffchaff, of course, gets its common English name from its song – if you can call its 

repetitive “chip-chap, chip-chap”  a “song”.  It is almost a resident now in the UK, unlike the 

rather shyer Willow Warbler with which it is easily confused. 

The Redstart, on the other hand, gets its name from its appearance – like a slender, more-

subtly-coloured Robin. Its song is described as a “bright, musical warble.”  

And the Marsh Tit   - Guess what!  It gets its name from its habitat and this one was seen at 

Holme Marsh!  Marsh Tits like nearby deciduous trees and are occasional garden visitors.  

They are almost identical to ‘Willow Tits’ but neater and smarter.                                 

(Repeated amateur renditions of extracts from “The Mikado” do not count as “bird song” ☺) 



 A more familiar singing bird with a notably mellifluous song is, of course, our Blackbird – 

widespread in The Parish of Lyonshall but this one (also at Holme Marsh) confused the 

garden owner because it was Brown,  i.e. a female.   Occasionally names may be misleading! 

 

 

  Blackbird (f) © Sally B. 

 

We have been given special permission to tell readers that the person confused by the 

above brown Blackbird once reported a strange yellow bird in her garden to the 

‘Herefordshire Wildlife Trust’, causing excitement and consternation, before discovering that 

it was her neighbour’s escaped Canary ! 

While we’re on the subject of Blackbirds, they can’t sing with their mouths full!  This one 

with the twig in its mouth had other priorities.                        [More about the Rabbit later...] 

  

            
 

                                             Blackbird nest building.             Wren’s nest in ‘cattle creep’ arch. 

 

Many of the local birds completed their nest-building early in the month. There are 

sparrows’ and robins’ nests in the hedgerows, tree-creepers and nuthatches  building in 

holes in the trees and this lovely wren’s nest is in a favourite place among the bricks of an 

archway.  It has been reused over the past 7 years at least. 

 

After the singing and the nest-building comes the egg-laying. One male pheasant with “a 

harem of five females” has taken up residence at ‘Penrhos House’ where these eggs have 

been laid “one per day every lunch-time” in the shrubbery. The birds are so tame that they 

take food from Mr. and Mrs. Keeler and ignore the family cat!  No wonder the male, an 

“elegant fellow” seen strolling across the A44 one morning, has the swagger of ”The  Man  

who Broke  the  Bank  at  Monte Carlo”        –         He thinks that he’s “got it made”. 

 

 
                                                                             Pheasant’s eggs © Val M.  



And finally, we can’t leave the subject of Lyonshall’s birds without mentioning that well-

known indicator of summer-to-come, the first Cuckoo !  A Cuckoo was reported somewhere 

in this area on 22nd Apr but the first report we received here was a whole ten days earlier on 

12th Apr at Holme Marsh by Sally Boyce.  The Cuckoos are back. SPRING HAS  SPRUNG !   

 

P.S.   Did you know that cuckoos have an “official” return date of April 14th, allegedly 

because it’s St.Tiburtius’ Day?  St. Tiburtius was a Roman, the brother of St. Valerian [The 

Valerian isn’t in flower yet!] alongside whom he was martyred in the third century, but I still 

haven’t discovered his connection with British Cuckoos.  Is there a “Hagiographer” in the 

Parish?       Warning - the pursuit of obscure knowledge can be awfully time-consuming.  ☺ 

 

So much for the Birds!  Mammals are also enjoying ‘The Spring’, particularly the Rabbits: 

“Dear little Bunnies”  are everywhere!  I was sorry to hear reports of ‘Myxomatosis’ a few 

months ago because it’s such an horrible disease so I’m pleased to report that it doesn’t 

seem to have reached Lyonshall this year - so far. There are Rabbits in the orchards, the 

fields, the gardens, playing, grooming (see photo below) and no doubt munching their way 

through your essential vegetable plots and your prized flower beds even as you read this!    

 

 

Rabbit grooming! 

 

If only they’d practice birth control!  My Irish ‘Tinkers’ Terrier’ and I try to remove the 

evidence of raptor attack on them [mostly Tawny Owls we think], when we find it, in order to 

avoid distress to people but it hasn’t been extensive so far this year.  Nevertheless no doubt 

the number of these very pretty (flea ridden) but prolific creatures will decline one way or 

another as Spring rolls through to Summer and then on to Autumn.  Such is “ The  circle of 

life –> Time –> Time –> Time -> ”. 

Apart from a glimpse of one scurrying Weasel and the usual prolific Rats and Grey Squirrels 

the only other mammal sightings this April have been Hedgehogs. The Hedgehogs of 

Lyonshall are now out of hibernation, scurrying about and very active! They’ve picked a 

good month and not just because of the weather... 

 

Which brings me to my new feature of the Country Diary:      

The Who Knew  Column. ??? 

 

Among the categories of scientific research such as the genuinely important discoveries, the 

findings whose significance is not currently understood and the downright bizarre is a 

fourth category, the Who Knews.  These are the instances of scientific research which 

confirm what the average man-in-the-street might have concluded for himself using 

observation and applied common sense. (I mentioned one example last month – that “Ponds 

boost Birdlife”.)   

 



My first Who Knew  Award  of April 2020  goes to Nottingham Trent University who report 

that since lockdown, with far fewer cars on the roads,  fewer hedgehogs are being run over. 

Their study showed that “Between the last week of March and the first week of April about 

140 road deaths were recorded compared with up to 381 for the same period in 2019 ” 

(presumably over the same stretch of road). This ties in with increased interest in 

hedgehogs generally, leading to an overall improvement in their longevity and practical 

concern for their welfare in gardens. So it’s all good.  ☺  How are the Badgers getting on ? 

For your information, you should receive this issue of the Lyonshall Country Diary during 

Hedgehog Awareness Week:     May 3rd – 9th 2020. 
 

Amphibians 

I am told that Hedgehogs make love very noisily, which reminded me that the most well-

known noisy love-makers among the Lyonshall fauna are amphibians.  Several contributors 

have remarked on the sound of the Frogs earlier this year but there were no photos. I’m 

assured that the frog-spawn in a central village pond has now hatched and that there are 

also numerous Toads and Newts to be found. Here is a silent photo of a pair of Toads by the 

Curl Brook, taken at the beginning of April, and a picture of a tiny Smooth Newt (NB:  a 

Protected Species ) taken on a Village doorstep one evening towards the end of the month. 

 

                    

        ‘Curling’ Toads © David G.       ‘Smooth Newt’ © Robert T. 

 

Also coming out to enjoy the warmer days of a sunny Spring – Bees, Bugs and Butterflies: 

 

Bees (and a brief mention of Wasps) 

I was admiring the garden and chatting with a friend in early April (on our Public Footpath 

[LZ10A] and at the required two-metre distance – of course!) when she remarked on how 

“fat” the Bumblebees seemed this year and how many there were around. Telepathy is 

obviously at large in Lyonshall!  Only a fortnight or so later, from a different source, I 

received seven photos of types of Bumblebees seen in the Parish this month – and some of 

them are, indeed, fat. [Not very thin ? – Obese ?] 

( It’s still OK  [PC] to say “fat” about bees, isn’t it ? ) 

 

Bumblebees are, scientifically speaking, wild bees of the Bombus species which we now 

associate with their appearance i.e. their large and furry bums! This is endorsed by the fact 

that what distinguishes some varieties is the colour of their “tails” e.g. “Red Arsies ” north of 

the Border where speech is more direct. Actually their name is derived from the sound they 

make – the low humming as they flit from flower to flower - hence their other common 

English name of “Humblebees” and their Latin name which means “Booming ! ”. Because of 

their “friendly” shape and distinctive stripes, bumblebees are the usual symbol for anything 

to do with honey (or work) but in fact they play no part in significant honey production! They 

are, however, vital to pollination and, sadly perhaps, those bees which “specialise” in 

pollinating particular plants are declining in favour of the less-choosy “general” pollinators.  



A ‘Charity’ was set up in 2006 to counteract the decline in numbers – The Bumblebee 

Conservation Trust - www.bumblebeeconservation.org. – who are a mine (honeycomb?) of 

useful information.  To identify Lyonshall’s “magnificent seven”: 

1. Garden Bumble (Bombus hortorum)   2. Buff-tailed Bumble (B. terrestris) 

3. Red-tailed Bumble (B. lapidarius)       4. White-tailed Bumble (B. lucorum) 

5. Gypsy Cuckoo Bumble (B.bohemicus) 6. Tree Bumble (B.hypnorum) 

. 7.   Southern Cuckoo Bee (B. Vestalis)  {which is also a “Bumble”} 

 

  
  Image: 1.                Image: 2.                    3. ‘The Humblebee’        Image: 4.              Image: 5. 

      All © David G.       

                           Image: 6.              Image 7. 

Cuckoo bees are so-called because they have the same ’kleptoparasitic’ behaviour as the 

namesake birds i.e. they lay their eggs in the nests of others. Nevertheless, there’s 

something very attractive about the vision of a wild, free, rackety lifestyle conjured up by the 

name of the Gypsy Cuckoo – Bombus bohemicus! 

 

Wasps are not so appealing. They are not so numerous yet but the first Queen Wasps have 

crawled out of hibernation and nest-building and egg-laying will soon begin. Whereas 

honeycombs are made out of a wax produced by the bees themselves, wasps’ nests are 

made from wood chewed to a pulp and mixed with saliva, a sort of papier-mâché  “similar 

to the material used for egg cartons” as one writer has described it.  And they are 

construction masterpieces. One appeared suddenly on an outside window-sill this April, 

having fallen out of the Virginia Creeper on the wall. It was about the size of a golf ball, 

remarkably intact and contained no live wasps or larvae, so possibly last year’s, which 

allowed us to look inside at the “tiers of paper cells” each of which would once have held a 

single egg and larvae. From then on the nest expands along with the occupants! Respect!   

 

     
A common “German Wasp” nest with its 13 breeding cells. 

 

Bugs (which are not `bugs’ strictly speaking but it’s alliterative!) 

We tend to use `bug’ to describe any small insect which we don’t immediately associate 

with another name! If it’s good enough for the distinguished authors of “Bugs Britannica”, 

one of my favourite reference works, it’s good enough for me! 

 

http://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/


Just three photos of “bugs” this month (some of which may be beetles or even flies), 

including one which is a personal favourite and another which is everybody’s favourite: 

 

                                                   
                         Bee Fly,                                Ladybird,               &             Red Damsel Fly.   © David G.   

• My personal favourite – the Bee Fly, a fuzzy little insect to be seen hovering over 

Ground Ivy and other flowers in early Spring, entirely harmless as an adult but its 

grubs feed on bee larvae!   

• Everybody’s favourite – a Seven-spot native Ladybird, not yet driven out by the 

bigger, alien and more voracious ‘Harlequin Ladybird’.   

• First damselfly of the year – a large ‘Red Damsel fly’, seen on April 7th and “usually 

the earliest” of our many damselflies, dragonflies and Mayflies to emerge.  ☺ 

There are likely to be many more around for us to - go gathering “bugs in May ” !  ☺ 

 

Butterflies and some Moths 

What could be a more welcome sign of Spring than the Butterflies?  

They are now appearing in our gardens and on our walks, helped by this April’s warmth and 

sunshine.  The first to appear in large numbers were, as in previous years, the Orange Tips, 

the males easily recognised but the females looking deceptively like other small white 

butterflies unless you are lucky enough to see the underside of the wings which is mottled 

with pale green in both sexes. Speckled Woods are also quite plentiful and so far this year 

we seem to be doing well for Peacocks and I was pleased to receive this picture of a Comma. 

We have seen one or two Small Tortoiseshells and Small Whites, but so far have received no 

reports of any of the ‘blue’ butterflies.  I doubt whether that’s significant – it’s still early on. 

 

So many moths are beige or brown and night-flying that it’s difficult to identify them but 

here are two Moths that are more distinctive – the Shoulder Stripe Moth  (no prizes for 

guessing how it got its name) and the Brimstone Moth.  Please don’t respond to this with my 

instant reaction – “Oh we saw Brimstones in March”! That was the Brimstone Butterfly.  The 

Brimstone Moth  is almost equally attractive but distinguished by its different wing-shape, 

resting position and the chestnut-brown markings on the leading wing edges. We don’t use 

the name “brimstone” for sulphur these days otherwise “brimstone/yellow” might stick in 

our brains! 

 

       
      Orange Tips .   {Male  &  Female}.        Speckled Wood.             Peacock.          Comma. 

All the “Lepidoptera” [ Butterflies & Moths ] are © our Lyonshall Parish ‘Tree Warden’  David G. 

                
                                            ‘Shoulder Stripe’ Moth.                    ‘Brimstone’ Moth. 

 



So much for the Lyonshall fauna this month.  It is, of course, perfectly possible to live in 

Lyonshall without seeing a single one of the above. It would be a terrible shame but it’s 

possible... 

However I defy anyone to say they haven’t noticed the trees and the flowers! I cannot recall a 

lovelier April and fortunately, in a Parish where the countryside comes right into the village 

centre, we can enjoy it without getting in our cars or travelling far.  

 

The Trees are all coming into leaf, albeit at different speeds! We have Beech trees in the 

garden, some of which were in full leaf - pale green and soft – by the end of this month and 

some of which have barely broken bud. A Copper Beech just up the road seemed to spring 

into a bright bronze colour almost overnight. Sycamore leaves are already turning from their 

early red-brown colour to the standard green. Meanwhile, among those traditional 

indicators of the weather to come, the Oaks are in leaf but many of the Ashes are still barely 

green at the tips of their boughs – good news for those who look forward to another dry 

summer, especially the sunbathers who may not get abroad or ‘overseas’ this year! 

And while I’m talking about Ash trees:    

 

My second  “Who Knew?” for April 2020: 

French scientific research has established the fact that ‘Ash Tree fungal disease’ [“dieback ”] 

is less often found in solitary trees in hedgerows or those that are spaced well apart, where 

it cannot spread so quickly, than it is in dense woodland. “Social distancing” works among 

trees also!  But I think the space between trees may need to be more than two metres...   ☺ 

 

All trees have a flower but in some cases it is small and insignificant and in other species 

male and female flowers are found on different trees (as noted among the various Willow 

catkins last month and a well-known characteristic of Hollies). Many more trees came into 

flower in April, with short-lived but beautiful pink and white blossom or the less obvious 

green and brown catkins of Oaks, Ashes and Sycamores for example. We tend to think of 

blossom as the prerogative of fruit trees, especially since we’re surrounded by cider 

orchards, but in fact there are a number of trees flowering now whose seeds are not “fruit” 

that we might have in our fruit bowls. Some of these are spectacular however, such as this 

very well established ‘Small-leaved’ Lime tree by an older property in Lyonshall Village. 

 

 
 Small-leaved Lime. 

However, rather than present you with just an array of all the flowers on Lyonshall trees, this 

month I attach a puzzle ,at Appendix 1, of 16 of Lyonshall’s trees in flower and visible this 

April/May.              How many can you identify?              Answers next month!  

And so to another new feature of the Lyonshall Country Diary – ‘Word of the Month’. 

The only clues I will provide are  (1) it has something to do with natural history (obviously) 

and (2) this month’s Word was provided by our ‘Tree Warden’.  The Word of the Month  is: 

 

“thigmomorphogenesis” 



If you haven’t looked it up or guessed it, the meaning relates to the condition of the dead 

and near-dead, bare and barkless trunks of Elders shown here. They are growing amongst 

the stone and scrub on the very windy west-facing slope of the old railway track bed and, to 

my mind, have a spectral beauty. The trunks are quite dramatically twisted -- like 

corkscrews or a towel wrung out by giant hands -- and this twisting is an “adaptive growth 

response” to the stresses of their poor site, the twisted fibres making them more flexible. 

 

             
  A “Corkscrew” Elder having lost the battle to survive “Thigmomorphogenesis”. 

 

Trees, or sometimes their long-fallen wood, also play host to Lichens and Fungi and this 

month I’m going to exercise my editor’s privilege of mentioning the only two such reported 

here – a “False Puffball” on an Alder stump and a “Codbear Lichen”  or “Crottle ” on an 

unidentified old branch “so dead that even the woodworm in it have given up and died off!”.  

 

               

     ‘False Puffball’ © David G.                              The “Crottle”  purple-red  dye lichen. 

 

The False Puffball might look marginally the more attractive but it is, in fact, a “slime mould” 

which sounds very unappetising indeed and Googling “slime moulds” will not make you like 

them any better! They are neither fungi nor lichen but “tiny amoeba-like organisms” which 

go through a series of stages to eventually emerge as a fungus-like fruiting body, the 

plasmodia,  which releases spores to begin the whole life-cycle again. The False Puffball is 

just one of many ‘slime moulds’ – some of the others are much more gruesome! 

The ‘Codbear’  (Ochrolecia tartarea)  is a crusty little lichen “common in high-rainfall areas” 

once used in Scotland to make a red/purple dye (and likewise in Wales under its Welsh name 

of `Crottle’ ). Because lichens can’t be cultivated, their use as the basis of dyestuffs has 

been discouraged, especially since the advent of synthetic dyes. I suspect one would need to 

collect an awful lot of these little discs to make even a very small vat of dye! 

 

And so to the smaller wild flowers!  We have received a wonderful range of flower photos 

this April and Lyonshall has put on a great display.  Moreover almost all the flowers are 

natives of long standing, although two or three may have strayed from nearby gardens once 

upon a time. 

Please note that nearly all these beautiful flowers were found by the side of footpaths or on 

the verges of the roads. The charity “Plantlife” , supported by national government and other 

environmental bodies, has for two years or more been advocating minimum or nil mowing 

of roadside verges to encourage the growth and distribution of our wildflower heritage and 

the creatures that depend on them.   

 



It is almost never necessary to cut the verges to improve visibility for road traffic. So why do 

it? To have smoother areas of lawn on which to display the drinks cans and crisp packets 

flung out from passing cars?  Please, Councils, leave our verges alone – you have better 

things to do with your money.   

 

Private owners of patches of grass and lawns might like to adhere to Plantlife’s “No Mow 

May”  policy and take part in their “Every Flower Counts” initiative, taking place from May 

23rd to 31st  and ideal for both adults and children enduring lockdown! For more details 

contact www.plantlife.org.uk 

That’s the “rant” and the “commercial” over with!  Now to the pictures and descriptions. 

Because so many lovely plants have been recorded, I shall just name the familiar ones and 

let their photos speak for themselves; I’ll give more information about some of those that 

are less well-known or flowering more unusually.  We have recent photos of them all! 

a. Primroses. 

b. Cowslips. 

c. Toothwort – an unusual flower, growing from a network of underground rhizomes, 

parasitic on the roots of trees especially Hazel and often hidden from view. Its 

pinkish-white flowers are pollinated by Bumblebees. 

d. Dandelions. 

e. Bluebells - the first Bluebell seen this year was on April 10th, very early. By the end of 

the month we were enjoying carpets of them. 

f. Ground Ivy. 

g. Forget me Nots. 

h. Blue Alkanet – flowers are similar to the Forget-me-Not but the plants are much 

larger and more solitary. Not to be confused with Bugloss whatever Wikipedia says! 

i. Garlic Mustard, also known as Jack-by-the-Hedge  – food plant of the Green-veined 

White Butterfly and also important for farmland birds. Grooves along the seeds 

enable them to float on water which should mean their spread after this wet 

February!  ☺. 

j. Cuckooflower/Lady’s Smock – traditionally appears at the same time as the first 

cuckoo is heard and this year was exactly one week later in Lyonshall. The county 

flower of “Breconshire” [Powys]  and also of Cheshire, where it is known as 

“Milkmaids”. 

k. Wild Garlic. 

l. Solomon’s Seal – found both in the wild and in Garden Centres, as it is grown for its 

love of shade and its graceful beauty.  

m. Periwinkle (Vinca) – definitely an “escapee” but this Periwinkle has established itself 

on a roadside bank and is bigger, brighter and better than most cultivated locally! 

n. Greater Stitchwort. 

o. Violets – Sweet Violets – early this year we had a mass of white Dog Violets but just a 

few Purple ones which appeared in early April. In late April the more glamorous 

Sweet Violets came into flower – think “My Fair Lady” and bunches sold in Covent 

Garden market! 

p. Bugle – one of the commonest of the blue flowers of Spring!  Useful as garden 

ground-cover if kept under control. 

q. Field Wood-rush – quite widespread but easily overlooked, which is a pity because 

it’s an unusual little flower. 

r. Lesser Bird’s-Foot Trefoil. 

s. Green-winged Orchid – a “short orchid of unimproved grasslands” its “hood” has 

green veins, hence the name.     Seen in late April.  Pollinated by:  Bumblebees. 

 

http://www.plantlife.org.uk/


Wild Flowers in the month of April 2020:    

{“Alpha  to Sierra ”}  See above. 

 

    
   ‘A’ . © Isobel H.      ‘B’.  © Isobel  H.  ‘C’.  © Sarah Cad.                  ‘D’. © Isobel H. 

              
  ‘E’. {1st Bluebell}.      ‘F’.                           ‘G’. © Isobel H.        ‘H’ .       ‘I’. 

      
  ‘J’.       ‘K’.                                  ‘L’. © Isobel H.           ‘M’.              ‘N’. 

         
  ‘O’.           ‘P’ © Sarah Cad.                     ‘Q’.          ‘R’ © Sarah Cad.         ‘S’ © Sarah Cad. 

AND FINALLY 
I seem to have been promising photos of Lords-and-Ladies, also known as Cuckoo-pint, for 

months, as the garden filled with their handsome spotted leaves but the flowers failed to 

appear. Suddenly this April they came into flower but – probably because of the hot 

sunshine – within a few days the flowers drooped and they have gone again! We show here a 

last survivor of the many in our garden which was growing in the deepest shadiest spot.   

 

 
Lords and Ladies. 

So it is “Ave atque Vale!”- Hail and Farewell - from the Lords and Ladies of 

Lyonshall.  

 



Lyonshall Weather in April. 

 

 
 

After a dreadfully wet March we had the best sunny April that anyone can remember!  Sadly 

we have been hit by a ‘Pandemic’ but “the  Birds  & The  bees  & The  Sycamore  Trees” 

were not affected.  Here in the remotest corner of Herefordshire [on “The Welsh Marches” ] 

we have been very lucky so far.  Long may it remain so!    “God is NoT sleepiNG” ! ☺ 

 

Comment 

Despite the restrictions, the wildlife and the weather have made it 

easy to enjoy April. Let’s hope to keep up our spirits in May. 

 
ALL CONTRIBUTIONS, verbal or photographic, amateur or expert, gratefully received at 

jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

 

mailto:jcvqa@btinternet.com

